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Intro

Yue Shi Lai Joe Osborn
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Slides from J. Osborn (last ACTS meeting)

Slides can be found here

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/18084/contributions/72077/attachments/45518/76798/SeedingDiscussion.pdf
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Current work / next steps

J. Osborn RCT

Modifying seeder so that 
parameters can be defined at the 
command line, without needing to 

recompile software after each 
iteration

Developing code to quickly 
analyze results from seeder to 
optimize seeder parameters

Seeder performance 
optimization
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Code to analyze seeder performance

-Identifies good generated events (single-particle gun)

-Matches all seeds (or no seeds) to their corresponding generated event

-Makes plots to assess seeder performance

Writing the code based on a single (EIC) file provided by J. Osborn with sPHENIX seeder 
parameters naively ported over (i.e. the following plots are only presented to show the work that 
has been done and are not meant to show an attempted optimization yet)
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All p for now

Status of code to analyze seeder performance
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Summary and Conclusions

- Volunteered to participate in / coordinate effort between EICrecon and Juggler orthogonal seeders


-Met with J. Osborn last Friday to coordinate the work


-J. Osborn currently implementing EICrecon seeder in a way that can be easily optimized (i.e. no 
need to recompile code / many parameters can be tried in parallel)


-RCT started writing analysis code to optimize seeder parameters


-Y.S. Lai’s (et al.) insights will be invaluable (not clear how similar the two orthogonal seeders are)
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Thanks for your attention
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Status of code to analyze seeder performance
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Seeder based on EICrecon

J. Osborn ported the orthogonal seeder used by sPHENIX to EIC code.  

He asked for human power to help him finish implementing / tuning this seeder 

I volunteered also with the idea of liaising with Y.S. Lai / J. Osborn


